
Tamiko Thiel: 

“mARp Liverpool” 
 
A participatory AR accumulator for site-specific stories about Liverpool 
 
“mARp” is a word I invented meaning a "map with AR" – Augmented Reality cARtography. I propose to build  
a “mARper” – a participatory AR accumulator for geo-locative site-specific stories – that will provide an easy 
to understand interface for artists and FACT visitors to augment their worlds.  
 
My art practice has for decades focused on deep investigations into the magic and memory of specific sites, 
creating virtual 3D environments in which a recreation of the real site is overlaid with historical and cultural 
memory and fantasy. In my recent AR practice I have created ARtworks dealing with different aspects of and 
locations in cities like Brooklyn/New York and Istanbul, and plan to build on these beginnings to do 
comprehensive bodies of works on these and other cities.  
 
This proposal formalizes the structure I've been wanting to set up to organize my own augments world-wide. 
The same structure can be used to work with communities: I have recently been asked by groups in Munich 
and the East Harlem/El Barrio district of New York city to work with their communities in similar ways. 
 
NOTE: I propose this as a general interface for all the AR projects created by FACT for the city - the other 
projects created by Manifest.AR members for the FACT commission can also be shown on this system, or 
on subpages of this system. It systematizes working methods common among many Manifest.AR artists, 
and the mARper would essentially be the AR database and graphical interface that we create at FACT. 
 

Viewing augments with the mARper: 
 
Whether looking at a large screen display in FACT, or their own smartphone displays whilst standing on a 
street corner in Liverpool, what viewers see when they look at the mARper is a googlemap of Liverpool on 
which there are AR icons – miniature versions of the augment – marking the locations of augments in the 
city.  

 Viewers can click on an AR icon to get a description of this work, and see a screenshot of it taken at 
its location in the city.  

 
 If they are using a mobile device they can also follow the googlemap to walk directly to the location 

of the ARtwork.  
 

 Once at the site they can launch and view the actual AR artwork in live camera view, superimposed 
over their physical environment. 

 
The mARper would have options to look at various levels of content: 
 

 Liverpool Meta-mARp: 
The most general level could show all augments throughout the city. Visitors could go for instance to 
a specific square in the city and view all the augments located at this one site. 

 
 mARp of specific project: 

Visitors could however also select a specific project or artist, and then see a modified map only 
showing augments from this project or this artist. 

 
 Narrative mARps: 

If the augments should be viewed in a specific order to create a narrative structure, a path would be 
drawn on the map to indicate the route and order to follow. This could be used for instance to create 
a tour through the city and its history seen through a specific viewpoint. 



Creating augments for the mARper at FACT:  
 
Most all methods of generating augments mentioned in different project proposals can feed into the mARper 
database, and be viewed as described above. 
 
Here are several proposals of how visitors can contribute to the mARper at FACT: 
 

“Crowd of Stories” - bio-sensing for crowd-sourced story mARps: 
 
This project allows community participation at several levels, asking visitors to bring in objects to be used as 
story triggers, but also to spin tales with these objects, placing their augments throughout the city. Each 
object becomes the subject of a participatory epic story that can continue indefinitely. 
 

 Visitors could be asked to donate “story icons” – objects, toys, images – to be used to generate 
participatory, crowd-sourced stories. The staff creates simple 2D cutout .pngs of the objects to be 
used as augments. 

 
 A contributor then views these accumulated objects in the AR Lab. Ideally they would be able to take 

them in their hands, squish them, turn them around.  
 

 Bio-sensors register which objects catch the viewers’ interest, show them photos of the object’s 
augments taken at particular sites, while relating the stories for the object at that site.  

 
 The system encourages them to add a story of their own (text or sound), and specify a location to 

place the augment and its new story. 
 

 When a new augment and story has been placed, it appears automatically in the mARper and can 
be viewed both on the map and on site. 

 
Example: 

 A visitor looks at a plush Liver Bird, a chipped piggy bank and a stuffed teddy bear.  
 The ARtSense system senses that our visitor can’t stand football but is interested in the teddy bear. 
 It starts telling stories of the bear, for instance showing a photo of of the cut-out teddy bear augment 

in front of a big serving of fish and chips at Chris's in Rose Lane.  
 Our visitor then adds a story about how the bear is actually the real Banksy, and places its augment 

in front of their favorite graffiti.  
 The augment is added automatically to the mARp and interested participants receive an automatic 

message saying there is a new augment – please go there and upload a picture for us! 
 

 



“Walk my Liverpool” - Community group history mARps: 
 
FACT staff can work with community groups to collectively augment the city, developing content related to 
particular topics. These could be for instance walking tours relating to different historical communities: the 
Chinese community, the first Irish Potatoe Famine immigrants, the descendents of the slave trade, personal 
histories of individuals etc. If there is a coherent body of predetermined content, it is probably easiest to have 
a staff member upload this to the mARper database. It could be then viewed as described above as a 
specific mARp tour. 

 

“Liverpool My Eyes” - crowd sourcing, creating mARps in the field 
 
This concept might work best as a free-for-all mARp, open to the general public, or as a mARp for a specific 
group or theme. The latter could be open to all, or restricted to registered users as desired. 
 

 Contributors with smartphones could upload audio recordings, images (with or without one of the 
augments at this location!), or texts to the mARper while standing at a relevant site. 

  
 The augments are then automatically added to the mARp and can be seen immediately on site.  

 

mARp as social media 
 
An interesting social community experiment could be done with this technology. It is a system by which 
augments could become a way of communicating with friends and contacts world-wide. If you will pardon the 
analogy, think of dogs sniffing the streetpoles where other dogs have left their messages, and then adding 
their own "notes" to the pole.  
 
I published a concept sketch for this idea at Ars Electronica 2011: 
http://manifestarblog.files.wordpress.com/2011/09/ars2011catalog-futuremusic_s.jpg  
 
Ideas of how to use the mARp for communication: 
 

 The mARp would be added to a social network structure, probably Google+ 
 

 Augments could therefore be designated private, shared to a group or public, and appear on the 
corresponding mARp. 

 
 I can drop an augment on a friend wherever they are as a greeting card, and it appears wherever 

they are, superimposed on their current environmentl 
 

 I can leave an AR for a group of friends at a specific place, augmented that location with a special 
visual note.  
 

 I can “leave my mark” for all to see at a specific location, and it appears on a public mARp. 
 

I will be working with a group of young adults in Munich in summer 2012 to implement such a project and 
potentially in other locations. If one or more of the groups is still running in March 2013 it might be interesting 
to set up a similar group in Liverpool and try an international communication experiment. 
 
  
 
 
  
 


